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ABSTRACT
EVALUATION OF THE GREEN MICROALGA MONORAPHIDIUM SP. DEK19 GROWTH
UTILIZING ETHANOL PLANT SIDE STREAMS AND POTENTIAL FOR BIOFUEL
PRODUCTION
David Michael Colson, MS
Department of Biological Sciences
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Gabriel Holbrook, Director

This research was conducted to evaluate the potential for growth of Monoraphidium sp.
Dek19 using side streams from an ethanol plant for culture medium. Additionally, the potential of
using enzymes to break down the cell wall material to release fermentable sugars and oil was
examined. The ethanol streams selected were methanator influent, methanator effluent, and thin
stillage. This species of microalgae has been previously studied and found to have the ability to
grow in and remediate the effluent water from the DeKalb Sanitary District (DSD). The
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 was grown in various concentrations of the ethanol plant side streams
concurrently with algae cultures grown in the DSD effluent. The algae cultures were grown in
250ml flasks to determine the optimal concentrations of the ethanol streams. The concentrations
with the growth rate and cell counts closest to or higher than the DSD effluents were selected for
further examination. These concentrations were repeated to evaluate the most optimal growth
conditions using the ethanol streams in comparison to the DSD effluent grown algae. The selected
growth condition for the ethanol streams was determined to be using the methanator effluent as
the base water component with the thin stillage added to a 2% concentration. The 2% concentration
showed an average increase in cell count to be 8.49% higher than the control cell count. The
methanator influent was discarded as a base water component, as the growth of the algae was
40.18% less than that of the control. Other concentrations considered resulted in a decrease in cell

count ranging from 9.20-48.97%. The three closest growth results of the concentration of thin
stillage and methanator effluent (1%, 2%, and 4%) were scaled up to 2L flasks to confirm the
results on a larger scale. The results showed a greater reduction in the cell count of the 1% and 4%
concentrations, 23.52% and 16.31% reduction in cell count respectively. The 2% concentration
showed a similar increase in cell count as before at 12.59% increase in cell count over the control.
The 2% concentration algae growth cultures were grown exclusively alongside of the control group
of DSD effluent grown algae. The solutions were grown to carrying capacity and the algae biomass
was extracted from the solution by centrifugation and air drying in a dehydrator. This was repeated
until enough biomass was collected to conduct rehydration and a typical anaerobic fermentation
process. The resuspended algae were pH adjusted to a pH of 5.2 ±0.2. The algae were treated with
a combination of cellulase and alpha-amylase, and put through a liquefaction process at 80°C for
3 hours. The resulting solutions were analyzed using High Performance Liquid Chromatography
(HPLC) to evaluate the sugar profile of each treatment. The liquefaction solutions were treated
with further enzymes, nutrients, and yeast and ran through an anaerobic fermentation process. The
fermentations were allowed to progress for 72 hours, and were again analyzed using an HPLC for
ethanol and sugar profile. The fermentation results showed a potential of up to 0.587%w/v ethanol
production in a 10% solids microalgae slurry. The remaining fermentation products were analyzed
using a petroleum ether lipid extraction unit. This analysis showed that the DSD effluent
microalgae had an average of 15.53% lipid content on a dry matter basis, and the methanator
effluent with 2% thin stillage added resulted in 28.02% lipid content on a dry matter basis. The
fermentation products were also treated with a demulsifier, spun down with a centrifuge, and
examination of a released lipid layer was conducted. This analysis showed that there was a thin
layer of oil on almost all treatments of the algae solutions when spun down in a centrifuge. These

results indicate that the cellulosic enzymes broke down the cell wall material sufficiently for the
quick extraction of the oil without the use of hexane. The entirety of the resulting analysis showed
that Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 is a viable option for growth using the side streams from an ethanol
plant and the use of enzymes will breakdown the biomass of the algae for production of cellulosic
ethanol. Additionally, the extraction of oil can be performed in a quicker and safer manner.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Growth and Morphology
The unicellular species of microalga Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 was examined throughout
this study. Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 was first described and identified by 18S rRNA sequencing
by Dr. S. Grayburn (Holbrook et al., 2014). Monoraphidium is a freshwater green microalga
indigenous to the upper Midwest of the United States. The genus Monoraphidium includes 50
species. The Monoraphidium genus has been of interest in being used as both a source of
bioremediation and biofuel production. Other members of the Monoraphidium genus, such as
Monoraphidium minutum (Patidar, Mitra, George, Soundarya, & Mishra, 2014) and
Monoraphidium dybowskii LB50 (Yang, He, Rong, Xia, & Hu, 2014), have been studied for
growth characteristics and lipid production for the production of biodiesel. Monoraphidium is a
member of the family of Selenastraceae. Other species within the Selenastraceae family, such as
Ankistrodesmus sp. SP2-15, have been evaluated and showed elevated biomass and lipid
production for biofuel production (Yee, 2016).
Since Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 is a native of the Midwest United States, it is acclimated
to the cold winters and hot summers known in these areas. Studies have shown that it grows
prolifically in temperature-controlled growth chambers at 10°C. It has also been shown to
outcompete other species of microalgae at this relatively low temperature (Kirchner, 2015). By
being able to outcompete other microalgae, Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 is a viable species for
further research for both bioremediation and biofuel production. Microalgae are also found in very
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diverse environments. They are fast growing, and can contain a large portion of their biomass as
lipids and cellulose.
The unicellular, non-flagellated microalgae are a diverse group of organisms in terms of
morphology. They can be found as spherical cells (Chlorella), as multifaceted rod-like cells
(Actinastrum), globular (Tetraspora), as well as other morphologies. The microalgae species also
vary in size ranging from a few micrometers up to hundreds of micrometers. The morphology of
Monoraphidium sp.Dek19 can be described as a double ended needle like configuration. The cells
have an average width of about 2-4μm, and vary in length from about 70-90μm. Figure 1 shows
the morphological features of a typical Monoraphidium cell.

1.2 Lipid Development in Microalgae
A great number of species of algae acquire their energy through photosynthesis. While
photosynthesis is the primary energy source in most algae species, some have been found to be
capable of heterotrophic or “mixotrophic” growth (Lee, 2004) as discussed in more detail below.
Photosynthetic algae use a pairing of photosystems, Photosystems I (PSI) and Photosystems II
(PSII), to convert light energy, in the form of electromagnetic radiation, into chemical energy. PSI
absorbs light at a peak wavelength of 700nm, while PSII shows optimal absorbance near 680nm.
Light energy excites the receptors in PSII which allows for the breakdown of water to hydrogen
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Figure 1 - Morphological characteristics of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19. Morphology shows a
double ended needle like structure with maximum width towards the mid-point of the long side
of the cell (Monoraphidium {genus}, 2014)

and oxygen, while also passing electrons from PSII to the electron transport chain (ETC) and on
to PSI. The hydrogen ions accumulate in the thylakoid space and pass through ATP synthase for
production of ATP. In PSI, the combination of the electrons from the ETC and stimulation of the
light receptors in PSI by light energy allow for the reduction of NADP+ to NADPH. In
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 the chlorophyll molecules present are chlorophylls a and b. This
process is known as the light dependent reactions of photosynthesis. These reactions take place in
the membranes of thylakoids contained within the chloroplasts of cells. This chemical energy is
used in the Calvin cycle, also known as the light independent reactions.
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The Calvin cycle consists of three defined processes, carbon fixation, reduction, and
regeneration. The energy needed for the Calvin cycle is supplied by the light dependent reactions
of photosynthesis. The use of the NADPH and ATP in this cycle regenerate NADP+ and ADP for
use in the light dependent reactions. During carbon fixation, CO2 is fixed with ribulose-1,5bisphosphate (RuBP) and is catalyzed by Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
(RuBisCO) to form two molecules of 3-phosphoglyceric acid (3-PGA). The 3-PGA enters the
reduction process of the Calvin cycle where it is phosphorylated and reduced to glyceraldehyde3-phosphate (G3P). The G3P is recycled to the regeneration process where RuBP is regenerated,
and is also transferred out of the Calvin cycle for the synthesis of storage molecules. The Calvin
cycle occurs outside of the lumen and thylakoid membranes in the stroma.
The production of lipids is common to all living organisms. Some species of marine algae
have been shown to produce up to 45% of their dry matter in the form of lipids (Giuliana et al.,
2015). The microalgae Nannochloropsis sp. F&M-M24 has shown up to 60% of its biomass as
lipids following nitrogen starvation (Rodolfi et al., 2009). This makes microalgae an attractive
option for the extraction of lipids.
The G3P is oxidized and phosphorylated to form 1,3 bisphoglycerate. 1,3 bisphoglycerate
is converted to 3-phosphoglycerate by the enzyme phosphoglycerate kinase The phosphate group
of 3-phosphoglycerate is rearranged to form 2 phosphoglycerate, then 2 phosphoglycerate is
dehydrated to phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP). The enzyme pyruvate kinase converts PEP into
pyruvate. Pyruvate can be converted in the chloroplast to acetyl Coenzyme A (acetyl CoA) with
the use of pyruvate dehydrogenase or in the mitochondria. In the mitochondria, a carboxyl group
is removed from the pyruvate and the hydroxyethyl group is oxidized to an acetyl group. The
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bound acetyl group is transferred to Coenzyme A, forming acetyl CoA. Acetyl CoA is converted
to citrate and is transferred out of the mitochondria through a citrate transporter. Once in the
cytosol of the cell, the citrate is broken back down into acetyl CoA and oxaloacetate. The acetyl
CoA is converted to fatty acids through the process of lipogenesis. Acetyl CoA is reacted with
fatty acid synthase and the two carbons are added to a glycerol backbone produced during
glycolysis. The 2 carbon units are added in a cycle creating fatty acids of varying even lengths
(Berg et al., 2002; Taiz, & Zeiger, 2015).

1.3 Starch and Cellulose Synthesis in Microalgae
Starch is created for storage of energy components for later use through the process of
glycolysis. Starch is an efficient mechanism for energy storage. Starch is created from the binding
of individual molecules of glucose in α1-4 and α1-6 bonds. The α1-4 bonds create straight chains
of repeating glucose units, while the α1-6 bonds create branched chains intermingled with straight
chains of glucose. Starches consisting of only straight α1-4 bonds are known as amylose,
alternatively starches consisting of intermingled α1-4 and α1-6 bonds are known as amylopectin.
Amylose is typically 1,500-1,600 glucose units long and amylopectin is around 300,000-3,000,000
units long, so there is much more storage potential in amylopectin.
Cellulose is the main component of the cell wall material. Like starch, cellulose is made
up of individual glucose units, and consists of straight chains. Unlike starch, the straight chains of
cellulose are formed with β1-4 bonds versus the α1-4 bonds found in starch.
For the production of cellulose and starch, the algae must convert the G3P created in the
Calvin cycle to glucose. This is first done by the conversion of G3P to pyruvate. The pyruvate is
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processed through the Krebs cycle to form phosphoenolpyruvate. The phosphoenolpyruvate
undergoes the process of gluconeogenesis where glucose is formed.
The G3P undergoes the same reactions to convert it to PEP and then pyruvate as described
above. The pyruvate is introduced into the Krebs cycle, citric acid cycle, and is carboxylated to
oxaloacetate in the mitochondria. The oxaloacetate is reduced to malate for transfer outside of the
mitochondria and then oxidized back to oxaloacetate. Oxaloacetate is decarboxylated and then
phosphorylated into phosphoenolpyruvate. The phosphoenolpyruvate is converted through a series
of intermediates into fructose-6-phosphate, then glucose-6-phosphate, and finally glucose through
the process of gluconeogenesis (Taiz & Zeiger, 2015). . The glucose can be acted upon by a
cellulose or starch synthase to create cellulose or starch respectively.

1.4 Mixotrophic Growth in Microalgae
Microalgae’s primary energy input for growth is through the use photosynthesis. They use
the energy of light to excite their photosystems located in the chloroplasts to create the sugars
necessary for growth. Although photosynthesis is the primary mechanism for growth, there have
been studies on the ability of microalgae to grow mixotrophically. There are many organisms that
can grow using either obligate mixotrophy or facultative mixotrophy. In the case of microalgae,
they would be considered obligate autotrophs with facultative heterotrophy. This means that the
microalgae require light for energy and growth, but can use alternative carbon sources through
heterotrophy to supplement growth. The cyanobacterium, Spirulina platensis, was grown using
anaerobically treated effluent from a distillery and showed a significantly higher growth rate than
the growth in the standard medium (Kaushik, Prasanna, & Joshi, 2006). Additionally, the
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microalgae Chlorella sp. was found to be able to produce the biogas methane with the treatment
of distillery stillage (Douskova et al 2010). The ability of the various species of algae to grow
using the side streams of distillation processes opens up new sources of revenue and production
for established ethanol production facilities utilizing algae as a feed stock. Current production
facilities, such as ethanol production plants, have a variety of co-product and waste streams that
can be further evaluated for maximizing biofuel and co-product production. Studies on the growth
of various microalgae have been conducted using these various streams with success. This research
being conducted uses thin stillage from ethanol plants as an energy source for growth of algae (R.
Ruan, personal communication, November 11, 2015).

1.5 Global Fossil Fuel and Energy Demands
Fossil fuels are a class of hydrocarbons that are used for the production of energy across
the globe. They include petroleum (also known as crude oil), coal, and natural gas. Global fossil
fuel reserves are a limited commodity. Fossil fuels supply 80% of the global energy demands, and
use increases more each year (International Energy Association, 2013). In 2015, global
consumption of oil increased by upwards of 1.9 million barrels per day, and natural gas increased
by 1.7%, with a 5.4% increase in the US, while renewable energy sources grew by only 3.7%. This
is not enough growth to offset the ever growing global energy demands (BP, 2016). Without
further research into more sustainable, renewable energy sources, future generations are likely to
face an energy crisis, as well as exacerbating climate change related to 𝐶𝑂2 emissions from fossil
fuels.
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1.6 Ethanol Plant Background
Current ethanol production in the Midwest uses corn and a variety of enzymes and yeast to
convert the corn starch to ethanol. The majority of ethanol plants are located in the Midwest and
Figure 2 shows a typical aerial view of an ethanol production facility. The corn is brought in and
is ground through a milling process to create a corn flour. The particle size of the flour is dependent
on screens that will stop large particles from passing through. Typical screens sizes range from
4mm to 6.4mm. The flour is mixed with alpha-amylase, water, and backset to begin the breakdown
of the starched and is considered to be a slurry mixture. This slurry mixture is then processed
through a liquefaction process where it is heated in excess of 104.5°C under a differential pressure
to shear starches. The heat is flashed off to return the temperature to about 85°C, and additional
alpha-amylase is added. This liquefaction and alpha-amylase mixture (mash) will be held for as
long as the process allows to provide a complete conversion of the starches to shorter chain sugars.
The mash is cooled to about 34°C as it is pumped to the fermenters. Nutrients, enzymes, and yeast
are added to the fermenter to begin the anaerobic fermentation process. Depending on plant design
and rate, the fermentation is allowed to take place for anywhere between 45 to an excess of 70
hours. In theory, during the fermentation process, one third of the corn is converted to ethanol, one
third is lost as 𝐶𝑂2, and the remaining one third is dried and used as animal feed. The resulting
beer from fermentation is sent through a distillation process where the ethanol and some water is
separated from the beer. The ethanol continues to be refined through a combination of distillations
and molecular sieves to drive the ethanol to less than 1% moisture. The residues, fiber, insoluble
sugars, proteins, and yeast cells, are now considered whole stillage. The whole stillage is processed
through centrifuges to remove the majority of the suspended solids. The supernatant, thin stillage,
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Figure 2 - Arial view of a typical ICM Inc. ethanol plant. A. The milling complex where whole kernel
corn is ground into flour. B. Slurry and liquefaction processing for the breakdown of starch into long
chain sugars. C. Fermentation. D. Distillation of ethanol from the beer mixture. E. Energy centers contain
the dryers where the fermentation residues are dried to DDGS. F. Methanator reactors for the digestion of
chemical components in the water stream for recycling back into the process. G. DDGS storage
warehouse. H. Ethanol storage.
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is sent through a series of evaporators to drive off excess water and create a syrup. The steam
created from the evaporation process is condensed and sent to an anaerobic bioreactor, the
methanator. The condensed steam is sent to a storage tank and is now considered methanator
influent. The methanator reduces the chemical oxygen demand (COD), breakdown of organics
such as ethanol to create methane gas for use in the plant, of the methanator influent before it is
recycled back into the plant as methanator effluent for use as a water supply for the slurry mixture.
The resulting syrup is sent to the dryers where it is added to the solids from the centrifuge process
to create Dried Distillers Grains (DDGS) with a total water content of about 12%.
The particular streams of interest to this study are the methanator influent and effluent, and
the thin stillage from the centrifuges. A description and analysis of these streams can be found in
Table 1 and examples of the HPLC analysis of each can be found in Figure 3. All three streams
are very abundant; 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 gallons of thin stillage are processed daily and 150,000
to 200,000 gallons are processed daily of both the influent and effluent water streams. One concern
would be the reduction of protein content in the finished animal feed. The syrup produced from
the thin stillage has a high protein content, which is added to the DDGS.
Current ethanol production facilities are also investigating the conversion of corn fiber into
cellulosic ethanol. This interest is increasing due to advances in cellulosic enzymes and pretreatment technologies. Enzymes are continually researched to optimize the activity and maximize
yield potential for the production facility. The increase in enzyme effectiveness reduces the energy
input required for the production of the ethanol and increases profitability. New technologies
utilize new processing equipment to increase the surface area for the enzymes to interact with
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Table 1 – Ethanol Production Stream Description and Analysis Details
Side Stream
Description
Thin Stillage About 3-8% DS liquid containing starch,
organic acids, and glycerol. Protein content of
about 30% on a dry matter basis (dmb).
Methanator Condensed steam from the evaporation of the
thin stillage stream. Limited nutrient source
Influent
and may contain limited quantities of ethanol.
Methanator
Effluent

Analysis
See Figure 3a for HPLC analysis.
Limited amounts of ethanol may be
present.
COD - 3000-5000. See Figure 3b for
HPLC analysis.

Anaerobically digested methanator influent to Nitrogen-3-20ppm,
convert oxygen demanding compounds to Calcium-1800-2400ppm,
methane reducing the COD.
Iron - 0.5-1.5ppm.
See Figure 3c for HPLC analysis.

starch and cellulose. This may also include an acid pre-treatment to weaken the bonds of the
cellulose.There are different configurations of this process that allow for in-situ cellulosic
conversion in existing fermentation vessels, as well as fiber separation for a separate fermentation
vessel of a higher fiber content feed stock. The addition of cellulosic conversion to the plant
process does require some modifications to the evaporation process of the plant. As the fiber is
broken down, fine fiber particles will increase the viscosity of the thin stillage as the water content
is evaporated off to increase solids. This has to be addressed by making adjustments in the
centrifuge process, creating a cleaner stillage stream. To maximize the breakdown of cellulose, an
acid pre-treatment step is required. This pretreatment step requires additional space and capital
costs, both of which can be a limitation for some ethanol production facilities. Depending on the
increase in ethanol production due to cellulosic conversion to ethanol, there may be a toxicity level
of ethanol reached.
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With further advancements in cellulosic technology, additional feed stocks can be
evaluated for integration. These feed stocks may include corn stover and switch grasses. A major
hurdle to overcome is an efficient method to grind the feedstock to the best particle size. Other
problems would have to be addressed once implemented. Although most of these problems are
addressed during pilot plant studies and solutions are addressed before full scale trials. DuPont has
a cellulosic plant in Nevada, Iowa that processes strictly corn stover. This production facility will
pave the way for other production facilities to integrate the system into their current design with
little difficulties.

1.7 Biodiesel Production
Biodiesel is a fuel consisting of long chain alkyl esters created from plant oils or animal
fats. Biodiesel is produced through the transesterification of the oils or fats with short chain
alcohols, such as methanol, and catalyzed with either an acid or base. Using a base as a catalyst
has the disadvantage of being susceptible to both free fatty acids and water content, but having the
advantage of lower reaction times and catalyst cost (Anastopoulos et al., 2009). The alcohol is
used as a nucleophile. Nucleophilic strength is increased by deprotonation with alkaline catalyst,
and is reacted with the fatty acids to produce monoesters. This reaction is sped up with heat or
acid/base catalysis. The base catalyzed transesterification of the oils and fats produce a
combination of glycerol and biodiesel. The resulting mixture must be washed to remove the
glycerol and separated to achieve a low moisture final product.
Biodiesel, as a fuel, must be blended with a conventional petroleum based biodiesel.
Different blends of biodiesel have different fuel efficiencies. These efficiencies were found to be
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increased with an increase in the compression ratio of the engine. The B40, 40% biodiesel and
60% conventional diesel, blend was found to be the most fuel efficient blend at a 21:1 engine
compression ratio (Muralidharan & Vasudevan, 2011). Biodiesel blends have also shown to be an
option for reduced engine emissions. A B30 biodiesel blend resulted in an 83% reduction in carbon
monoxide emissions and a 33% reduction in particulate matter, but this study also showed an
increase in NOx emissions without the application of an exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system.
(Yoon et al., 2014). Currently, blends of B5 and B20 are used across the country and are showing
significant reductions in the engine emissions over conventional diesel (Omidvarborna, Kumar, &
Kim, 2014).

1.8 Biofuels and Environmental Impact
Global warming and the worry of decreasing petroleum reserves are two real world
concerns. Advances in biofuel production are combating both of these concerns. The transportation
sector accounts for 21% of the global fossil fuel 𝐶𝑂2 emissions. The use of biofuels is thought to
be able to reduce these emissions by up to 75% (Kifayat et al., 2014). Carbon dioxide is still created
when the biofuels are combusted, but since the feedstock typically requires 𝐶𝑂2 for growth this is
thought to be more of a recycling process rather than creation of new 𝐶𝑂2.
Studies have shown that biodiesel is a more practical choice for prevention and remediation
of environmental damage. Biodiesel degrades 5 times as quickly as petroleum based diesel, and
mixtures of biodiesel in soil degraded twice as fast as petroleum based diesel in soil (Peterson &
Möller, 2008). This is an important property of biodiesel in the remediation of spills. With the use
of biodiesel blends or the addition of biodiesel to petroleum spills, the time and effort necessary to
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reduce the impact is significantly reduced. Simulations of diesel spill showed that the biodiesel
blends reduced the growth inhibition (LC50) for aquatic organisms. A biodiesel blend of B5
required 13.6% more diesel blend added to the solution to reach the same LC50 as petroleum diesel
alone, while B100 required 100.6% more addition of biodiesel to the solution to have the same
LC50 impact as petroleum diesel (Khan, Warith, & Luk, 2007).
The use of ethanol as an energy source can significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The use of ethanol alone as an energy source has been estimated to reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions by 47-67%. Additionally, by including the pathway of production it could potentially
reduce total greenhouse gas emissions from 61-141% over petroleum energy (Pourbafrani et al.
2014). This reduction includes all the processes included in the production of the energy source
from the acquisition of the raw materials through the production of the final product. These values
will increase as enzymes, technology, and yeast are refined and yields are increased. One such area
that is of great interest is the production of ethanol through the breakdown and use of cellulose. A
large focus in the industry is the production of viable enzymes to break the cellulosic bonds, and
yeasts capable of metabolizing C5 sugars.
There is a large debate on the use of food as a source of energy; this is known as the Food
versus Fuel debate. The main points on this topic include decreasing available food for human
consumption and increasing available food prices. These points are mainly mute topics produced
by the petroleum industry. Corn ethanol is produced from field corn and not the sweet corn that is
grown for human consumption. Field corn is used for animal food. The field corn used in ethanol
production facilities is used in the fermentation of starches, and in some cases cellulose, the
remaining residues are dried down to DDGS. The DDGS is used as an animal food additive to
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supplement other feed ingredients. All nutrient components, besides starch, are increased by three
times in total content when compared to field corn. The DDGS has a high protein content of 3050% (dmb) depending on the process (Belyea, Rousch, & Tumbleson, 2004). This increase in
protein, fat, and fiber makes the DDGS an optimal feed ingredient for cattle, poultry, and swine
that do not requires the high starch levels. Additionally, there are currently no incentives for
farmers to grow field corn over sweet corn. Only 1% of the corn grown worldwide is sweet corn;
the remaining 99% is field corn that is used to produce animal feed, ethanol, and thousands of biobased products (Hultgren, 2014). The second question is, does the increase in biofuel production
drive the price of human food up? This is a question of food security, and if there is a correlation
between the increased production of bio-fuels and the price of food. A study conducted by the US
Department of Energy, World Bank, and the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI)
among others showed that there is no correlation between the increased production of bio-fuels
and food security. The report also showed that the negative impacts on food prices can tied to
crude oil prices, exchange rates, trade policies, and exchange rates (Kline et al., 2016).
There is also concern that there is a negative return on the production of ethanol in an
energy balance. The total amount of energy required to produce ethanol including all inputs (i.e.
growth, transportation, and processing) has decreased 35.16% from 1991 to 2010. For every BTU
used in the ethanol processing process, 2.3-6.0 BTUs are available as energy in the form of ethanol
and DDGS. This is dependent on the efficiencies of the facility. With increased efficiencies in
transportation and production, it is believed that 60 BTUs can be obtained from every BTU in the
production process (United States, 2016). Ethanol does have a lower energy value than that of
gasoline, but has some important characteristics as a fuel. A study on a 2007 Saab 9 showed a 30hp
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increase when run on E-85 versus gasoline (West et al., 2007). Ethanol also has a higher octane
number, around 113. Blending this into conventional gasoline raises the octane value of the
gasoline mixture. As stock gasoline with an octane rating of 88 is increased to 92.5 with an E10
blend, 94.3 in an E15 blend and it is estimated to increase an E30 blend to 98.6. Octane rating is
the measure of a fuel’s resistance to knocking. By increasing the octane rating of the fuel engine
would be able to run with a higher compression ratio allowing for greater thermal efficiency and
power (Anderson et al., 2012).
Since biofuel production takes place using naturally occurring and rapidly grown feedstock
they would help eliminate the need to further reduce the petroleum reserves, thus allowing biofuels
to reduce the concern of both of the areas of interest. Biofuels and related technology are a
relatively young field and advances in technology occur frequently. New methods to optimize
current biofuel and co-product production are a major focus for research, as is research in to new
feed stock sources for biofuel production. As these areas of interest advance, the environmental
benefit will become even more significant in creating a sustainable future for generations to come.

1.9 Research Goals
Microalgae have a variety of key characteristics that make them an ideal option for
continued research for the production of biofuels. They are available in almost any environment,
they are fast growing, and can contain a large portion of their biomass as lipids, starch, and
cellulose. With proper extraction, there is a potential for biodiesel production from the lipid
portion. The continued advances in cellulosic hydrolysis also open up the potential for ethanol
production from the remaining biomass. The ability of the various species of algae to grow using
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the side streams of distillation processes opens up new sources of revenue and production for
established ethanol production facilities utilizing algae as a feed stock. Monoraphidium sp. Dek19
is an algae that is capable of growth in low light and temperature environments (Holbrook et al
2014). Monoraphidium is found throughout the Midwest, and since a large number of ethanol
production plants are also located in the Midwest it makes it an ideal candidate for research with
ethanol side streams.
The specific aims of this research include the search for answers to four specific questions.
First, is the microalgae Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 capable of growing at equal or greater rates and
cell counts to that of autotrophically grown algae in DSD effluent water? The second question is
if the side streams from the ethanol plant provide growing conditions to allow equal or greater
algae growth as the algae cultivated in the DSD effluent? Third, will treatment with enzymes
breakdown the cell wall of the algae enough to allow for the extraction of lipids without the use of
more hazardous and time consuming methods such as hexane extraction? The fourth and last
question to be answered is, with the treatment of enzymes is there enough cellulosic breakdown to
release enough fermentable sugars for the anaerobic fermentation to ethanol?
The evaluation of the mixotrophic growth capabilities of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 will
take place by evaluating various amounts of thin stillage to the algae cultures grown in DSD
effluent in comparison to algae cultures grown in strictly DSD effluent. This will also include the
addition of the methanator influent and effluent to evaluate any additional growth benefits.
The evaluation of the capability of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 to grow on ethanol plant
side streams includes the determination of the optimal concentration of the ethanol streams to
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produce viable growth populations of the microalgae. The concentrations of the ethanol streams
will be varied and be evaluated for growth rates and carrying capacity of the solutions. The
microalgae will be grown concurrently with DSD effluent algae solutions for comparison of
growth. The ethanol concentrations with the closest and/or highest cell count per milliliter will be
repeated for verification of the results. With confirmation of the results, the volume of the solutions
will be scaled up to again confirm the results.
The extraction of lipid content includes evaluation of the extraction of the microalgae
grown in the DSD effluent, and the ethanol side stream algae growth upon confirmation of positive
growth. Treatments of cellulosic enzymes are added to the microalgae solutions and heated in a
similar fashion as a standard liquefaction process. A surfactant, or demulsifier, is added to the
solutions to bind oil droplets together for easier extraction through centrifugation. If the lipids are
sufficiently freed, a layer of oil will form at the top of the sample during the centrifugation process.
This method is preferable in an industrial setting as it is quicker and safer than a typical hexane
extraction process.
The process of anaerobic fermentation also includes treatment with cellulosic enzymes and
heat. The breakdown of the starches and cellulose is evaluated using HPLC analysis. The algae
are treated to the same nutrients, enzymes, and yeast as typical anaerobic fermentations, but with
the addition of cellulosic enzymes for further breakdown of the cellulose contained within the cell
walls of the algae.
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2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Mixotrophic Growth Experiments
Preliminary experiments were conducted to evaluate the ability of the Monoraphidium sp.
Dek19 to grow with the addition of the plant streams into the DSD effluent. This was done to
determine any additional growth benefit from mixotrophic growth. The algae stock solution, a
purified strain of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 grown in DSD effluent, was used in conjunction with
various concentrations of the ethanol plant side streams (Table 2). A control sample was prepared
using 90ml of the DSD effluent and 10ml of the algae stock solution in a 250ml Erlenmeyer flask.
The ethanol stream trials were created in a similar manner at 1%, 2%, and 4% concentrations for
each stream. The flasks were placed in a semi-dark (10μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1 , and light availability only when
the room was occupied), ambient temperature shaker at 150rpm. This environment simulated a
low light intensity environment, which would place stress on the algae due to limited light and
provide a more significant difference in the experimental flasks providing the nutrients needed for
mixotrophic growth. These solutions were examined for cell count and absorbance at 680nm. The
absorbance has been shown to show a correlation with the cell count, as the absorbance increases
the amount of chlorophyll increases, and thus cell count increases proportionately.
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis of each ethanol stream was
completed using a Shimadzu 20 series HPLC system with a refractive index detector (RID). The
HPLC calibration is a 6 level series of BION ethanol standards. The Shimadzu software, Lab
Solutions, analyzes the refractive index unit area measured and calculates an estimated
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Table 2 – Growth Solution Composition of the Mixotrophic Growth Examination in a Low Light
Intensity Environment
Trial

Control
DSD and 1% Influent
DSD and 2% Influent
DSD and 4% Influent
DSD and 1% Effluent
DSD and 2% Effluent
DSD and 4% Effluent
DSD and 1% Thin Stillage
DSD and 2% Thin Stillage
DSD and 4% Thin Stillage

Algae
Stock
Solution
10ml
10ml
10ml
10ml
10ml
10ml
10ml
10ml
10ml
10ml

DSD
Effluent

Methanator Methanator
Influent
Effluent

90ml
89ml
88ml
86ml
89ml
88ml
86ml
89ml
88ml
86ml

1ml
2ml
4ml
-

1ml
2ml
4ml
-

Thin
Stillage
1ml
2ml
4ml

concentration based off known area/concentration correlations from the 6 point calibration. The
analytes included in the calibration include four sugar measurements, organic acids (lactic and
acetic), glycerol, and ethanol. The sugars measured are commonly referred to in their degrees of
polymerization (DP). The DP is the number of monomeric units in that molecule. The sugars
measured during the HPLC analysis include DP4+ (chains of four or more glucose molecules, ions
and proteins are sometime also detected in this peak), DP3 (sugars of three glucose units), DP2,
(sugars inducing sucrose, maltose, and trehalose), and DP1 (glucose). The results are reported on
a w/v%. pH was measured using a Thermo 9107BNMD pH probe and Orion 3 Star portable meter.
Three measurements were recorded for solids content of the thin stillage:
1. Total solids (TS) – measured using a CEM microwave, accuracy is verified using
standard oven drying procedures at 105°C for 3 hours.
2. Total dissolved solids (TDS) – measured using a Myron Ultrameter II.
3. Total suspended solids (TSS) – determined by calculation.
𝑇𝑆𝑆 = 𝑇𝑆 − 𝑇𝐷𝑆
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The water streams were analyzed for pH, chemical oxygen demand (COD) using Midland
Scientific high range COD digestion test kit and a HACH colorimeter/incubator, nitrogen content
using HACH nitrogen-ammonia test kit and colorimeter, and calcium carbonate using HACH
AquaCheck Total Alkalinity test strips. Nitrates were also measured in the methanator effluent and
the thin stillage by NIU undergraduate Nic Barbaccia using the Szechrome nitrate assay and found
the values to be 0.405mg/L and 1.825mg/L respectively. These values are much lower than the
final DSD effluent with nitrate levels of 78.1±1.62mg/L (Kephart, 2016).
Each sample was analyzed for cell count and E680. Cell counts were conducted using a
hemocytometer and a microscope every 48-72hours. The total cell count from both sides of the
hemocytometer were added together and recorded. As discussed above, Monoraphidium sp. Dek19
morphology is thin long needle-like cells. Each of these needle-like cells is what was counted as
an individual cell. The E680 was measured using an UV/Vis spectrophotometer.
Experiments were then ran to determine the growth characteristics during optimal growth
conditions. These cultures were grown in a growth chamber that has constant lighting and
temperature control. The growth chamber provided a constant temperature of 10°C and light
intensity of 141 1μE 𝑚−2 𝑠 −1. The concentrations that showed the growth nearest to or greater than
that of the control of DSD effluent grown algae were repeated in this examination. From the
previous experiments, it was determined that the 1% concentration of the methanator influent, and
the 2% concentrations of the methanator effluent and thin stillage were grown alongside the control
of DSD effluent. The flasks were placed on a shaker at 150rpm in the growth chamber. The
samples were allowed to grow for 720 hours. The cell counts were also recorded and E680 were
recorded over time.
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2.2 Ethanol Stream Growth Evaluation
The next evaluation was an analysis in the ability and growth rates of Monoraphidium sp.
Dek19 utilizing the streams from the ethanol plant in comparison to microalgae grown in DSD
effluent. Since the previous DSD effluent showed positive signs of growth with the addition on
the thin stillage, all ethanol plant streams were grown with thin stillage added to the solution (Table
3). These experiments were completed utilizing an LED lighting system with light intensity output
averaging 45.1μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1 , in a temperature-controlled room at 20.5-21.6°C. The flasks were
aerated with aquarium pumps outputting about 150ml/min of air (Figure 4). The flasks were
rearranged every 48 hours to account for differences in light intensity throughout the sample space.
The thin stillage was added at a 2% final concentration in 250ml flasks at a total volume of 100ml.
The cultures were grown for 720 hours, and cell growth was evaluated. This experiment was
completed to evaluate the ability of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 to grow to equal or greater rates as
the DSD effluent. Positive results would determine if current ethanol plants would be able to add
photo-bioreactors to their current system for sustainable microalgae growth cultures.
Table 3 – Ethanol Plant Component Addition for Evaluation of the Feasibility of
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19’s Growth Ability Using Ethanol Plant Inputs.
Trial

Control
DSD and 2% Thin
Stillage
Methanator Influent and
2% Thin Stillage
Methanator Effluent and
2% Thin Stillage

Algae Stock
Solution

DSD
Effluent

Methanator
Influent

Methanator
Effluent

Thin
Stillage

10ml
10ml

90ml
88ml

-

-

2ml

10ml

-

88ml

-

2ml

10ml

-

-

88ml

2ml
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Figure 4 – Growth condition setup of the evaluation of the microalgae Monoraphidium sp.
Dek19 utilizing ethanol streams as growth medium.

The following experiments further evaluated the results from the previous experiment. The
focus on these experiments was an evaluation of the optimization of the thin stillage addition to
the ethanol methanator effluent stream. These solutions ranged from 1-10% addition of thin
stillage to the methanator effluent, and were compared to concurrently grown control of
microalgae grown in DSD effluent (Table 4). The solutions were again cultivated in 250ml flasks,
but filled to 200ml of total solution. The 200ml volume was selected to help compensate for loss
of volume through evaporation and to begin to simulate larger volumes of algal cultures. The
cultures were grown for 720 hours and the cell counts were recorded every 48 hours. This was
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Table 4 - Ethanol Plant Component Addition for Evaluation of Optimal Growth in 250ml Flasks.
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 in methanator effluent and varying amounts of thin stillage versus
growth in the control of DSD effluent
Trial
Control
1% (v/v)
2% (v/V)
4% (v/v)
5% (v/V)
10% (v/v)

Algae Stock
Solution
50mL
50mL
50mL
50mL
50mL
50mL

DSD
Effluent
150mL
-

Methanator
Effluent
148mL
146mL
142mL
140mL
130mL

Thin
Stillage
2mL
4mL
8mL
10mL
20mL

done for confirmation of previous experimental data and to determine the optimal untreated
volumes of the thin stillage for optimal growth of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19.
The best three performing concentrations of thin stillage were selected based on final cell
count (Table 5). These were scaled up to 2 liter flasks filled to 1.8L. The scale up was completed
for continual confirmation of the previous experiments results, and to evaluate differences in cell
growth due to reduction of light penetration to the deeper portion of the larger cultures. The
cultures were grown for 720 hours and the cell counts were recorded every 48 hours.

Table 5 - Ethanol Plant Component Addition for Evaluation of Optimal Growth in 2L Flasks.
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 in methanator effluent and varying amounts of thin stillage versus
growth in the control of DSD effluent at larger volume of 1.8L
Trial
Control
1% (v/v)
2% (v/V)
4% (v/v)

Algae Stock
Solution

DSD
Effluent

Methanator
Effluent

Thin
Stillage

150mL
150mL
150mL
150mL

1650mL
-

1632mL
1614mL
1578mL

18mL
36mL
72mL
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2.3 Enzymatic Treatment and Anaerobic Fermentation
Cultures of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 were grown in the methanator effluent and 2% thin

stillage solution, and in DSD effluent in 2L flasks filled to 1.8L under the same conditions as the
previous experiments. This was completed to accumulate enough quantities of algal biomass
needed for the enzymatic breakdown and fermentation of the biomass. Every 720 hours, the algae
biomass was extracted from the solution by centrifugation in 400ml centrifuge bottles at 5000g for
5 minutes. The liquid was decanted off and the remaining biomass was spread out across standard
baking sheets. The baking sheets containing the algae biomass were placed in a Cabela’s 160L
commercial dehydrator at 65.6°C for 24 hours. The resulting dehydrated Monoraphidium sp.
Dek19 biomass was ground to a fine powder in a FOSS Knifetec 1095 sample mill. The algae from
each solution type, methanator effluent/2% thin stillage solution and in DSD effluent, were kept
separated and stored in an air tight Nalgene container while accumulation proceeded.
Once about 50g of dried algae from both source was collected, the algae were resuspended
in deionized water to a 10% solids content. The rehydrated algae was observed under a light
microscope to evaluate cell health and signs of competitive algal species. The algae solutions were
adjusted to a pH of 5.6 with 0.05N sulfuric acid. CTE Global alpha-amylase H3X was added to
each Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 solution. The solutions were placed in a Gyromax 777
incubator/shaker at 80°C and 150rmp for 3 hours to simulate a typical liquefaction process (Figure
5). The enzyme and heat were added to disrupt the bonds of the cell walls and starches. The
composition of each solution was analyzed using HPLC and samples were observed under a
microscope to evaluate the changes in the cell wall and morphology. The completed liquefact was
split into 25ml volumes in separate, pre-weighed 250ml flasks. Each flask was treated with typical
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Figure 5 – Gyromax 777 Incubator/Shaker configuration. Benchtop fermentation on the
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 algae with DSD effluent and methanator effluent with 2% thin
stillage added.

enzymes, nutrients, and yeast for anaerobic fermentation. The flasks were also dosed with
cellulosic enzymes. The cellulosic enzymes included Optimash F-100 from DuPont, and cellulase,
xylanase, and pullulanase mixed in equal volumes from CTE Global. Table 6 shows the additions
to each treatment flask.
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The weight of each complete fermentation solution was recorded. Airlock and bungs filled
with reverse osmosis water were added to each flask and the weight was recorded. The airlock and
bungs will eventually create an anaerobic environment due to the creation of pressure from 𝐶𝑂2
production during fermentation. The flasks were placed into the incubator/shaker at 33°C and
150rmp. The weight loss was recorded every 5 hours starting at approximately 15, 39, and 63 hour
through 72 hours of fermentation. The evaporative weight loss of water in the same conditions was
evaluated and found to be 0.1-g. A reduction in weight loss can usually be correlated with
production of ethanol due to loss of mass through conversion to 𝐶𝑂2 . After the 72 hour
fermentation time, the individual solutions were analyzed through HPLC and the cells were reobserved under a microscope to evaluate the changes in the cell walls and morphology.

2.4 Demulsifier and Oil Extraction

The residues from fermentation are a combination of remaining algae biomass, nutrients,
proteins (partially in the form of enzymes), and yeast cell bodies. A polysorbate demulsifier was
added to the residue solutions to achieve a 250ppm concentration. The demulsifier aids in the
binding of smaller lipid molecules to each other, forming larger droplets that can be easily
extracted through phase separation with the use of a centrifuge. The solutions were added to 15ml
centrifuge tubes and placed in a Thermo Fisher Sorvall Legend X1 centrifuge. The centrifuge was
set at 5000g for 5 minutes. The centrifuge tubes were examined for an oil separation layer. The
residues from fermentation were also evaluated for lipid content to determine if there is a
difference in lipid content between the Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 grown in the ethanol solution
of methanator effluent and thin stillage and the DSD effluent grown algae. This was accomplished
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with petroleum ether extraction using an Ankom XT15 fat extraction vessel. The Ankom XT15
uses heated petroleum ether to dissolve and extract the lipids from the biomass. The difference in
weight from before and after the extraction will allow for calculation of the percent of lipids
available in each of the algae treatments with the calculation below.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑖𝑙 (𝑑𝑚𝑏) =

𝑊𝑓 − 𝑊𝑏
𝑊𝑠

Where: 𝑊𝑓 – Weight of the filter bad dried after extraction,
𝑊𝑏 – Weight of the filter bag,
𝑊𝑠 – Weight of the sample on dmb.
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3.0 RESULTS
3.1 Mixotrophic Growth Experiments
The mixotrophic growth evaluation of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 was first conducted in a
semi-dark room of 10μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1, light availability only when someone was in the room, and in a
shaker at 150rpm. The cell counts and absorbance recorded from each treatment flask were
averaged and plotted with error bars indicating one standard deviation over the sample repetitions
(Figures 6 and 7 respectively). The DSD effluent with the 2% thin stillage exhibited a higher final
cell count than the control of DSD effluent with no addition by 92,500 cells per milliliter. The
DSD effluent with 4% thin stillage treatment did not perform as well as the control, but it was
within the standard deviation error range of the control with just 41,250 less per milliliter. The
DSD effluent with 4% methanator influent had the poorest final cell count at 280,000 cells per
milliliter, 420,000 cells less per milliliter than the control. The DSD effluent was used as the blank
for all E680 measurements to stay consistent between samples, as well as the observation of the
breakdown of the thin stillage during the growth period. The decrease in the E680 measurement
of the thin stillage treated flasks would be more pronounced with the breakdown of the thin stillage.
The absorbance of the treatments showed the DSD effluent solutions with the thin stillage added
had the highest initial E680. All three of these decreased drastically in absorbance and then leveled
out at about 120 hours. The starting cultures of these three treatments all displayed a significant
change in observable color, due to the yellow tint of the thin stillage. The 4% thin stillage
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Figure 7 – E680 measurements of DSD effluent and varying ethanol plant stream concentrations
in low light conditions. Algae growth solutions in low light conditions of 10μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1 on a
rotary shaker at 150rpm. Error bars signify one standard deviation.
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A replication of the experiment was conducted in optimal lighting conditions. The best
performers, based on cell count comparison to the control for each experimental type, were
selected. The treatments for this testing included the repetition of the same control of DSD effluent
(700,000cells/ml), DSD effluent with 1% methanator influent (621,250cells/ml), DSD effluent
with 2% methanator effluent (633,750cells/ml), and DSD effluent with 2% thin stillage
(792,000cells/ml). The cell count and E680 were recorded over time and plotted, (Figure 8 and 9
respectively). The DSD effluent with the thin stillage added again resulted in the highest cell count
(9.27 million cells/ml), but within the calculated standard deviation range of both the control and
the DSD effluent with methanator effluent added. The DSD effluent with methanator effluent
resulted in a cell count within 310,000 cells/ml of the control. The DSD effluent with methanator
influent had the lowest cell count of the group at 4.71 million cells/ml. All treatments grew at about
the same rate until 432 hours, where the DSD effluent with methanator influent began to stagnate.
The E680 for the thin stillage treatment began higher than the other treatments, as seen in the
previous trial. The absorbance dropped over time, while the yellow tint was lessened, and then
began to rise through the end of the growth period ending at 2.209. The other three treatments all
but the expected correlation between absorbance and cell count did not hold for the DSD effluent
began with their E680 reading within 0.05 units of each other. They all rose over the growth period,
with methanator influent. It would be expected to see a lower absorbance based on cell count for
this treatment. The decline and incline in E680 for the thin stillage treatment also does not correlate
with cell counts, and reflects the strong light absorbance of the suspended solids constituting the
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thin stillage additive. It is possible that the mixotrophic growth of the algae is retarded by the effect
of thin stillage on penetration of light into the culture.

3.2 Ethanol Stream Growth Evaluation
The next step focused on the ability of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 to grow strictly on the
streams from the ethanol plant. Since the previous studies showed an increased cell count of the
DSD effluent with the addition of thin stillage at 2%, all ethanol streams included a thin stillage
addition of 2%. The methanator influent and effluent were used as the culture liquid component
and small volumes of thin stillage were added to each. The resulting inoculations were analyzed
for only cell counts (Figure 10). The DSD effluent with the 2% thin stillage addition outperformed
the control significantly during this experiment, by 2.34 million cells/ml. The methanator effluent
with 2% performed slightly better with just 530,000 cells/ml over the control of DSD effluent
alone. The methanator influent treatment with the 2% thin stillage slowly declined throughout the
entire growth cycle with no viable cells observed at the end point.
The evaluation of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 continued with optimization of the thin stillage to
the methanator effluent stream. The methanator effluent stream produced the closest cell count
results in the previous experiment, therefore the new optimization experiments of the thin stillage
addition were based on using methanator effluent as the culture liquid source. The methanator
effluent with the 2% thin stillage resulted in cell count similar to that of the control throughout the
growth cycle until the end where there was a small uptick in the cell count of the methanator
effluent treatment (Figure 11). This increase in cell count was within 719,000 cells/ml and within
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Figure 10 – Growth evaluation of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 utilizing ethanol streams as a
growth culture medium in optimal lighting condition of a growth chamber. Light measured at
141μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1 , on a 14/10 light dark cycle with an aeration rate of 150ml/min. Error bars signify
one standard deviation.
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Figure 11 – Cell count of ethanol stream growth treatments under LED lighting in temperaturecontrolled environment in 250ml flasks. Light measured at 45.1μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1on a continual light
cycle with a aeration rate of 150ml/min. Error bars signify one standard deviation.
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the standard deviation of the control. The methanator effluent with 10% thin stillage concentration
had a reduced cell count throughout the growth period, resulting in only 4.78 million cells/ml. All
other treatments followed the control through about 384 hours, where they began to level out. The
methanator effluent with the 5% thin stillage addition decreased by almost 1 million cells/ml at
the end of the growth period.
The treatment volume was increased for further evaluation and showed results that were
similar to the previous experiments. The three treatments selected for additional examination were
the 1%, 2%, and 4% thin stillage concentrations, as they were the cultures with final cell counts
nearest to that of the control. The methanator effluent with 2% thin stillage showed a greater
separation from the control, with 1.9 million more cells/per ml, Figure 12. The 2% thin stillage
treatment also resulted in a separation from the standard deviation of the control for the first time.
Both the 1% and 4% thin stillage concentrations in the methanator effluent showed a significant
reduction in cell count from the control, 1.6 million and 2.4 million cells less per milliliter
respectively. The 4% thin stillage concentration resulted in slightly more with about 720,000
cells/ml more than the 1% thin stillage treatment.

3.3 Enzymatic Treatment and Anaerobic Fermentation
The biomass accumulated was dried down in a Cabela’s 160L dehydrator at 65.5°C for 24
hours and rehydrated with 9ml of deionized water for every gram of dried algal biomass. The
rehydrated algae grown from the ethanol streams and the DSD effluent showed differences in the
color of the solutions. The ethanol plant stream grown algae had a darker green color with hints of
brown, and the DSD grown algae had a more vibrant olive green tint (Figure 13). After the biomass
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Figure 12 - Cell count of ethanol stream growth treatments under LED lighting in temperature controlled
environment in 2L flasks. Light measured at 45.1μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1on a continual light cycle with an aeration
rate of 150ml/min. Error bars signify one standard deviation.
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Methanator effluent with 4% concentration of thin stillage.
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A

B

Figure 13 – Rehydrated Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 after being dried. A – Microalgae grown
utilizing the ethanol plant streams as a growth medium, methanator effluent and 2%
concentration of thin stillage. B – Microalgae grown using DSD effluent as a growth medium.

was rehydrated, alpha-amylase was added to the solutions and put through a liquefaction process.
The difference in color between the two streams became more apparent, with the ethanol stream
solution losing almost all traces of green (Figure 14).

A

B

Figure 14 - Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 after being treated though a liquefaction process. A –
Microalgae grown utilizing the ethanol plant streams as a growth medium, methanator effluent
and 2% concentration of thin stillage. B – Microalgae grown using DSD effluent as a growth
medium.
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The microalgae treated through the liquefaction process was observed under a microscope
to evaluate changes in the cell morphology and indications of cell wall break down. This
observation was compared to the cell observations before the treatment through the liquefaction
process (Figure 15). In both cases, before the liquefaction process, the cells were still recognizable
by the double sided needle-like morphology. After the liquefaction process, the ethanol stream
cultivated algae’s common needle-like morphology was absent. The typical cell morphology was
replaced with blob like structures, and what appears to be elongated and round cells throughout
the observable field. Since there was no possibility of introduction of new species in the flasks,
these masses are thought have been formed from the breakdown of the cells. The DSD effluent
treatment algae still showed some cells with normal morphologies along with the same blob like
structures found in the ethanol stream. Both types of cultures, DSD effluent and Methanator
effluent with thin stillage, were then separated into individual 250ml flasks with 25ml of
resuspended algae in each flask. The flasks were processed through anaerobic fermentation, and
the weight loss over time was recorded. The plot of the weight loss can be seen in Figure 16. The
weight loss over time is usually a good indication of the loss in biomass due to the creation of
ethanol through fermentation. With 0.1 grams being lost through evaporation over the entire
fermentation period there was still additional weight loss throughout fermentation. The bubbling
was observed that through the first 63 hours of fermentation gases were bubbling out of the flasks
indicating a buildup of pressure from 𝐶𝑂2 accumulation, but after 63 hours the pressure appeared
to reverse; pulling air into the flasks instead of pushing it out. The small sample size resulted in
limited loss of weight averaging about 0.1g between time periods. All treatments, including the
control with no enzymes or yeast, showed weight loss over the fermentation period.
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Figure 15 – Images of cell morphology of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 through microscopy. A – DSD
effluent grown algae before liquefaction. B – Methanator effluent with thin stillage grown algae before
liquefaction. Cells intact in both culture types with no signs of foreign species. C – DSD effluent grown
algae after liquefaction. D – Methanator effluent with thin stillage grown algae after liquefaction. Both
culture show definite signs of changes in cell morphology and plastid material. E – DSD effluent grown
algae after fermentation. Signs of both normal and abnormal cell morphology. F – Methanator effluent
with thin stillage grown algae after fermentation. No signs of typical Monoraphidium morphology.
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Figure 16 – Weight loss over time of benchtop fermentations through 72 hours.
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The fermentation treatment of DSD effluent grown algae with both of the cellulase
enzymes added showed the greatest weight loss. This would indicate that this treatment should
have produced the greatest ethanol content. The two treatments with the lowest weight loss were
the Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 grown utilizing the ethanol plant methanator effluent and thin
stillage with the addition the DuPont Optimash F-100 enzyme and the CTE Global enzyme
mixture; suggesting the lowest ethanol production. HPLC analysis was performed on the starting
streams of both algae types before fermentation to determine a starting point of fermentation. The
same analysis was conducted for each fermentation treatment (Table 7). The DSD effluent grown
algae showed less available maltose and glucose after the liquefaction process than the methanator
effluent and thin stillage grown algae, but the DP4+ concentration for each was similar. For both
groups, the control and the flasks where no cellulase was added were similar in the analysis. The
organic acid, lactic and acetic acid, concentrations were both elevated; ranging from 1.398-1.786%
w/v for lactic acid and 0.206-0.421% w/v for acetic acid. Sugar profiles for each were also similar,
showing elevated levels of the DP4+ concentration and low levels of all other types of sugar. The
DSD effluent grown algae showed an average ethanol concentration of 0.118% w/v over all three
cellulosic enzyme treatments; whereas the methanator effluent with thin stillage resulted in an
average ethanol concentration of 0.566%w/v over all three cellulosic enzyme treatments. This
correlates with the reduced DP4+ peaks found in the methanator effluent grown algae. The DSD
effluent grown algae also shows an elevated lactic acid content by 0.877%w/v on average.
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Table 7 – HPLC Analysis of the Benchtop Fermentation Treatments. Monoraphidium sp. Dek19

grown in DSD effluent vs growth in methanator effluent and 2% thin stillage. Three replicated
were evaluated for each treatment.
Experimental Groups
Algae Source
DSD Effluent

Methanator
Effluent and
2% Thin
Stillage

Treatment

Analysis Components (%w/v) Averages
DP4+

DP3

Maltose

Glucose

After Liquefaction

4.664

0.001

0.003

0.136

Lactic
Acid
0.263

Glycerol

Ethanol

0.089

Acetic
Acid
0.282

Control

5.129

0.003

0.003

0.001

1.786

0

0.376

0.035

No Cellulase

4.993

0.002

0.004

0.004

1.572

0.072

0.421

0.041

DuPont

4.755

0

0.002

0.002

1.96

0.017

0.402

0.092

CTE Global
Mixture
DuPont and CTE
Global Mixture
After Liquefaction

3.841

0.001

0.012

0.014

0.547

0.113

0.187

0.127

3.366

0.002

0.006

0.011

0.524

0.136

0.201

0.136

4.67

0.075

0.252

0.677

0.269

0.037

0.11

0.022

Control

4.952

0

0.002

0.024

1.632

0.095

0.206

0.024

No Cellulase

5.277

0.004

0.004

0.154

1.398

0.245

0.338

0.032

DuPont

2.314

0.002

0.003

0.016

0.125

0.199

0.19

0.537

CTE Global Mixture

2.257

0.002

0.003

0.019

0.127

0.121

0.174

0.575

DuPont and CTE
Global Mixture

2.476

0.002

0.005

0.029

0.139

0.042

0.209

0.587

0.031

3.4 Demulsifier and Oil Extraction
The treatment of the algae suspensions after fermentation with demulsifier showed that, in
the fermentations with added cellulases, there was a thin layer of oil on the surface of the phaseseparated vials. The fermentations that had no cellulases added did not display any signs of an oily
layer during separation (Figure 17). The top layer displayed only a meniscus of supernatant, darker
curvature at the top of the liquid layer. This held true for both the DSD effluent and the methanator
effluent with 2% thin stillage grown algae. The darker green color can again be seen in these
treatments for the DSD effluent algae treatments. The fermentation treatments with cellulase
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Figure 17 – Untreated phase-separated Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 suspensions after
fermentation. A – DSD effluent grown algae with no treatment of cellulase. B – Methanator
effluent with thin stillage grown algae with no treatment of cellulase.

nearly all showed an oily lipid layer after being treated with the demulsifier and centrifuged for
phase separation. The DSD effluent and DuPont Optimash F-100 treatment group resulted in no
oily lipid layer, while both the DSD effluent treatments with the CTE global enzymes and
the combination of CTE Global and DuPont Optimash F-100 enzymes showed an oily lipid layer
above the meniscus of the supernatant. All three methanator effluents and thin stillage treatments
resulted in an oily layer above the meniscus. The DuPont Optimash F-100 fermentation showed
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an oily layer observable under direct light but it was very thin and could not be captured with the
camera. The combination of CTE Global and DuPont Optimash F-100 enzymes in the methanator
effluent and thin stillage both showed an observable oily layer from the side above the meniscus
(Figure 18).
The examination of the lipid content in each of the Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 growth
cultures, DSD effluent and methanator effluent with thin stillage, was completed using a petroleum
ether extraction with an Ankom XT15 fat extractor. The analysis showed that there may be a
significant difference in the oil content between the growth treatments. From fermentation, 9
samples each of DSD effluent and methanator effluent with 2% thin stillage were analyzed. The
DSD effluent grown microalgae was calculated to have an average oil content of 15.53% on a dry
matter basis, with a standard deviation of 5.09. Alternately, the methanator effluent with thin
stillage grown algae was calculated to have an average oil content of 28.02% on a dry matter basis,
with a standard deviation of 18.20. This is a difference of 12.49% between the two growth medium
cultures. The larger standard deviation of the methanator effluent with thin stillage grown algae is
a result of 4 out of the 9 measurements being significantly higher than the rest on average by
27.64%.
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4.0 DISCUSSION
4.1 Mixotrophic Growth Experiments
During the examination of the mixotrophic growth in a low light environment of
10μE 𝑚−2 𝑠 −1 , the direct cell counts, with the exception of the DSD effluent with the 4%
methanator influent added, increased steadily over the growth period with the 2% concentration of
thin stillage in the DSD effluent resulting in the highest cell counts. The control sample using DSD
effluent had only a slightly lower cell count, and algae in the 4% thin stillage concentration showed
growth to stationary phase to levels just less than the control. This is indicative that the stillage
may have been able to enhance the growth of the algae in the light limited environment. With light
only available while the room was occupied, the algae treatments with the thin stillage added may
have favored heterotrophic growth during the long dark periods. Photoautotrophic growth has
shown limitations in producing high cell density cultures. Processes have been developed that
allow for high cell density cultures through heterotrophic growth to aid in the economic feasibility
of commercial production of algal products (Perez-Garcia et al., 2011). With the increased cell
density of Monoraphidium during these low light experiments over the control, further research
needs to be conducted to determine if similar cell density production is possible. Algae growing
in the methanator influent samples were the poorest performers, which may have been due to the
low pH, on average 3.5, of this side stream. The extinction of light at 680nm (E680) shows a
correlation with the cell count of the algae grown in DSD effluent (Kephart, 2016).
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The thin stillage appeared to have skewed this reading. The yellow pigment of the thin
stillage from the corn is believed to have increased the E680 for that sample. A blank mixture with
thin stillage was not used because of the apparent breakdown of the thin stillage during the algae
growth period. Chlorella protothecoides has been shown to exhibit increased growth in
heterotrophic conditions while producing 55.2% of its biomass as lipids, but with a reduction in
chlorophyll content (Xu, Miao, & Wu, 2006). The reduction in chlorophyll content would also
skew the correlation of the E680 measurement and the associated cell count. The E680 of all thin
stillage treatments decreased in absorption at the beginning of the growth period. Reasoning for
this could be from a breakdown of the thin stillage throughout the growth process. The yellow
color decreased in intensity and shortly after the algae inoculation started turning a deeper green
associated with higher cell count. Uninoculated thin stillage solutions did not show the same
decrease in the yellow pigmentation. This could be an indication that the algae are using the
nutrients available in the thin stillage for growth. Other organisms have been shown to have the
metabolic capabilities to utilize thin stillage from ethanol production facilities for increased
growth, including the bacterium Clostridium pasteurianum in the production of butanol,
syntrophic acetate-oxidizing bacteria in producing biogas, and the fungus Pythium irregular in the
production of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), all of which exhibited similar breakdown of the thin
stillage throughout the growth period (Liang, Zhao, Strait, & Wen, 2012; Ahn, Sang, & Um, 2011;
Moestedt, Påledal, Schnürer, & Nordell, 2013). The results within this examination are the first
steps in confirmation of heterotrophic growth potential due the results of the DSD effluent with
2% thin stillage having the highest cell counts over all other treatments.
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During the examination of the growth of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 in optimal lighting
conditions, 141μE𝑚−2 𝑠 −1 and a 14/10h light/dark cycle, the 2% concentration of thin stillage in
the DSD effluent treatments outperformed all other methanator influent and effluent treatments.
This is further indication that the thin stillage allows for increased cell density, with the added
growth characteristics due to the microalgae’s switch to heterotrophy during the dark period. Two
other microalgal species have shown increased cell density through heterotrophic growth during
dark periods; Scenedesmus sp. ZTY3 and Chlorella sp. ZTY4 increased by 203% and 60.5%
respectively during these dark periods through heterotrophy (Show et al., 2017). The control of
DSD effluent climbed steadily through the growth period as expected from previous experiments.
The DSD effluent supplemented with the 2% methanator effluent finished with about the same
final cell count. This indicated that under high light conditions the algae do not utilize the nutrients
in the methanator effluent or influent streams during the dark periods for increased cell density.
Additionally, there was a correlation of the algae being negatively impacted at higher
concentrations of the methanator influent stream. The methanator influent treatment began
leveling out on cell growth after 2 weeks. This was a strong indication of growth inhibition. A
likely cause for this could be any ethanol content that may be in this stream that was not treated
by the methanator to reduce the COD components in the water. The pH was typically lower in this
stream, and could also have a negative impact on cell growth. This low pH was adjusted using
0.1N sodium hydroxide with continued negative growth results. Sodium hydroxide has been used
with success in adjusting the pH of the culture to 7.5 with no adverse effects (Kong et al., 2009).
This suggested that the inhibitory effect of this stream was other than just pH. A positive discussion
point in the methanator effluent addition is that the treatment reached carrying capacity about 200
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hours sooner than that of the control. This may indicate that the nutrient present in the methanator
effluent in combination with the DSD effluent caused an increased growth rate. Interestingly, the
thin stillage treatment started and finished at a higher E680 measurement over all other treatments.
The E680 measurement of the DSD effluent and 2% concentration of the thin stillage decreased
for the first two weeks and then began increasing. This is most likely from a combination of the
breakdown of the thin stillage, resulting in the loss of the yellow color, and the increase in the
green pigment from chlorophyll production. The higher E680 measurement at the completion of
growth may be a combination of increased cell growth and incomplete break down of the thin
stillage, resulting in residual yellow pigmentation of the solution. Larger growth cultures would
allow for HPLC analysis without disruption of the culture volume to evaluate the change in the
thin stillage nutrients over the growth period. The combined results of the E680 measurements
decreasing and increase cell counts strongly suggest that the algae are metabolizing the thin stillage
for faster growth and increased cell density.

4.2 Ethanol Stream Growth Evaluation
The evaluation of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 growth capabilities continued with the
examination of the microalgae’s potential to grow in streams solely from an ethanol plant.
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 has been proven to be a viable species for growth and remediation of
sanitary sewer effluent (Holbrook et al., 2014), but further experiments need to be conducted for
additional growth media. The continued analysis of potential growth media will further advance
Monoraphidium’s desirability as a species of choice for further research.

This evaluation

compared the growth of the proven DSD effluent cultured algae against growth results of ethanol
plant liquid side streams with thin stillage added at 2%. The liquid side streams from the
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methanator include the influent and effluent. These very abundant streams are known to be in
excess during plant upset and may have to be discharged to the sewer to control the water balance
of the plant. The diversion of these streams could provide cost savings benefits for an ethanol
plant. The thin stillage in plant operations goes through an evaporative process to increase the
solids content and is added to the DDGS. Both the evaporation of the excess water in the thin
stillage and the drying of the DDGS require excess energy to dry it within the moisture
specifications. Estimated operating cost for a 119 million gallon a year ethanol production facility
for steam used in the evaporation process and natural gas used for the dryers is $5.05M and $3.22M
per year (Kwiatkowski, Mcaloon, Taylor, & Johnston, 2006). A 2% decrease in this energy need
would save the production facility over $165,000 per year in energy costs. The E680 measurements
for these and all further experiments were not analyzed due to the significant color change due to
the thin stillage addition and difference in cell count and correlating E680 measurements, therefore
no correlation between cell count and E680 measurements could be made. The methanator influent
and thin stillage sample increased in cell count at a slower rate than all other treatments. The cell
growth of the methanator influent culture also leveled out at about 2 weeks into the growth period.
The starting pH was adjusted using a 0.05N sodium hydroxide solution as in the previous
experiments with similar inhibition results, further suggesting the presence of other inhibitory
components in the methanator influent stream. This is a confirmation of the previous experiments
deduction of inhibition in the methanator influent stream. DSD effluent was also treated with 2%
thin stillage to further evaluate mixotrophic growth. This treatment again had the highest cell count
with just slight overlapping of the standard deviation, exhibiting further evidence of enhanced
growth due to mixotrophy. The methanator effluent and thin stillage treatment had final cell counts
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slightly less than that of the control of DSD effluent. This is a sign that the methanator effluent
may have enough nutrients in combination with the thin stillage to produce cell counts nearly equal
to that of the DSD effluent grown algae, but not enough to reach the mixotrophic growth level of
the DSD effluent with the thin stillage added. This evaluation of microalgae growth using
methanator effluent as the liquid growth medium is a novel area of study, but methanator effluent
has been studied as a crop nutrient and has shown increased grain yield in wheat fields (Hati,
Biswas, Bandyopadhyay, & Misra, 2004). The results of these treatments prompted the evaluation
and optimization of the ethanol streams utilizing the methanator effluent and thin stillage.
Varying levels of the thin stillage were added to the methanator effluent to determine the
optimal concentration for increased algal growth. The DSD effluent control was just slightly
outperformed on cell count by the methanator effluent and 2% concentration of thin stillage. Both
treatments were fairly consistent throughout the growth period, but the 2% thin stillage had a slight
uptick in cell count during the last 48 hours. There was significant overlap of the standard
deviations between the two, suggesting similar growth between the treatments. A univariate
analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed there was no significant difference between the DSD
effluent cultures and the methanator effluent with 2% concentration of thin stillage (p=0.537). The
analysis of the treatments showed that the algae were capable of equal growth to that of the DSD
effluent using only the side streams from the ethanol production facility. The methanator effluent
and thin stillage concentrations of 1% and 4% were also very similar in final cell density. Both
treatments resulted in cell counts less than that of the control. It was concluded that the methanator
effluent with 1% thin stillage culture does not have enough nutrients available in the thin stillage
for increased growth, while the methanator effluent with 4% thin stillage has enough inhibitory
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characteristics to limit growth but not significantly. This could be due to the low pH of the stillage
or any residual ethanol that could potentially be in the thin stillage stream. The methanator effluent
with 5% thin stillage treatment tracked with the methanator effluent with 1% and 4% thin stillage
treatments but took a dip in the last 48 hours. The overlap of sample results indicate that the
methanator effluent with 5% thin stillage treatment is similar to the methanator effluent with 4%
thin stillage treatment for the same characteristics as the 4% thin stillage treatment. The thin
stillage concentrations were close enough to each other that it was expected that they would have
similar growth characteristics with one being slightly more pronounced than the other. . The
methanator effluent with 10% thin stillage added had the worst growth trend. The final cell count
was 45.17% lower than the average of all other final cell counts. It is believed that the inhibitory
characteristics in the methanator effluent with 5% thin stillage are doubled in the methanator
effluent with 10% thin stillage and significantly reduce the microalgae cell health.
The top three treatments in comparison to the control DSD effluent cell count were selected
for confirmation of results on a level scaled up to 2L. The selected concentrations were grown in
2L flasks filled to 1.8L. Both the methanator effluent with 1% and 4% thin stillage concentrations
resulted in values similar to the previous experiment, where the final cell count was less than that
of the control. The same conclusions were inferred; that the 1% thin stillage treatment lacked the
necessary concentration of nutrients needed for more enhanced growth, while the 4% thin stillage
culture was somewhat over abundant in the inhibitory components for increased growth. The
methanator effluent with the 2% concentration of thin stillage outperformed the DSD effluent
control on final cell count. The DSD effluent growth did indicate that it reached carrying capacity
about 96 hours sooner than the 2% thin stillage treatment. An interesting result during these trial
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was that the overlapping of the standard deviations spread apart from each other. A univariate
analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed there was a significant difference between the DSD
effluent cultures and the methanator effluent with 2% concentration of thin stillage (p=0.001). This
further separation of the growth cultures indicates that there was an increased growth potential
with the addition of thin stillage stimulating mixotrophic growth over autotrophic growth alone.
The results of this experiment showed that the microalgae Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 were capable
of growth utilizing the ethanol production facilities side streams of methanator effluent and thin
stillage. The cell density of the methanator effluent with 2% thin stillage in the smaller volumes
of 200ml was statistically equal to that of the DSD effluent cultures. When the volume of the
ethanol production facilities side streams were increased to 1.8L a more statistically significant
difference in the final cell densities was apparent. While this method of growth has not been
examined, many studies have been conducted on both heterotrophic growth of microalgae
(Bohutskyi et al., 2014; Espinosa-Gonzalez, Parashar, & Bressler, 2014).
Ethanol production facilities produce large quantities of 𝐶𝑂2 , which can potentially be
utilized for further growth enhancement. Marine algae have been shown to exhibit increased
growth and viral infection resistance with the addition of 𝐶𝑂2 and phosphorous limitation (Maat,
Crawfurd, Timmermans, & Brussaard, 2014). Elevated levels of 𝐶𝑂2 and addition of flue gas
containing 𝐶𝑂2 resulted in increased algal biomass and reduction of the 𝐶𝑂2 content of the flue
gas regardless of differences in gas composition (Cheah et al., 2015). The positive growth and
reduction in the flue gas 𝐶𝑂2 is mutually beneficial for an ethanol production facility, by
increasing the biomass of a potentially new feedstock and reduction of emissions.
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4.3 Enzymatic Treatment and Anaerobic Fermentation
Once enough algal biomass was accumulated and dried, the algae were rehydrated to a
10% solids content. The resulting rehydrated algae showed differences in their color. This could
be an indication that there is a difference in the ratios of chlorophyll a versus chlorophyll b between
the DSD effluent grown algae and the methanator effluent with thin stillage grown algae, or less
total chlorophyll production in the methanator effluent with thin stillage cultures due to a reduced
reliance on autotrophic growth. Chlorophyta grown through heterotrophy with the use of chitin as
a nutrient source showed decreased levels of chlorophyll content (Blank, & Hinman, 2016).
Microscopy confirmed that this was not because of a contamination with a different microalgae
species. The same needle-like cells of Monoraphidium were the only observed cells in the samples.
The difference in the color became more apparent after the liquefaction process. The more
pronounced change in color could be explained by the increased degradation of the chlorophyll
content during the heat treatment of 80°C. Upon examination of the cell morphology after
liquefaction, the methanator effluent algae exhibited more of a reduction in unbroken cells and in
the quality of the cell walls. The increased change in color could also be from a more complete
breakdown of the cells in combination with the decrease and degradation of the chlorophyll content
in the methanator effluent algae. In both treatments, the cells have lost most of their needle-like
morphology and started to take on an oval form. The change in morphology was an indication of
the weakening of the cell walls, and release of intracellular components.
Fermentation of the samples with different treatments proceeded with the addition of
enzymes and yeast needed for optimal fermentation. During the fermentation period, the samples
exhibited signs of typical bench top fermentations; weight loss over time and bubbling indicative
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of 𝐶𝑂2 and ethanol production. Towards the end of fermentation, the flasks stopped bubbling out
and reversed, bubbling in. The reversal of the bubbling would suggest uptake and use of air in the
flasks to reverse pressure. At this time, it is thought that there were still viable algae cells in the
solution and they began utilizing the 𝐶𝑂2 produced during fermentation. If this is true this could
be an interesting development. This would allow for a combined growth and fermentation stage
with no separate growth period, or only a supplemental growth period. The utilization of viable
microalgae cells in fermentation and the utilization of the 𝐶𝑂2 produced would provide a truly
carbon neutral process. The examination of continued cell growth during fermentation requires
further analysis during future experiments to evaluate cell counts before and after fermentation.
New growth algae will have more intact cell walls that will be resistant to the cellulase in the
fermentation solution. The cyanobacterium (blue green algae) Spirulina platensis was evaluated
for ethanol toxicity on growth. The toxicity study found that ethanol inhibited the growth of
Spirulina platensis by 50% (𝐼𝐶50 ) at 0.36M (Andemichael, & Lee, 2016). A 0.36M solution of
ethanol is the equivalent of a 1.66%w/v. The resulting fermentations from this analysis showed a
maximum average of 0.587%w/v, which is much lower than the 𝐼𝐶50 found for Spirulina platensis.
A similar study should be performed based on the results of this examination to determine the 𝐼𝐶50
of ethanol on Monoraphidium growth. The resulting HPLC analysis contradicted the expectation
that all flasks exhibited weight loss, and thus ethanol production. The control group and the
grouping with no cellulosic enzyme added resulted in very low concentrations of ethanol. The
ethanol created can be accounted for in these treatment due to any cell breakdown, during the
liquefaction process and wild yeast in the air. Commercial ethanol production facilities use various
strains of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae for the production of ethanol. Studies have shown
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in the evaluation of wild yeast in the environment that Saccharomyces eubayanus is the dominant
species in the environment and the individual strains are geographically clustered (Peris, et al.,
2016).

The DSD effluent treatments resulted in lower ethanol concentrations even with the

treatment with cellulosic enzymes. The DSD effluent treatments resulted in an average ethanol
concentration of 0.118%w/v of ethanol, which results in a yield of 3.77ml of ethanol per kg of
dried biomass. They also exhibited increased lactic and acetic acid levels; lactic and acetic acid
are produced by lactic acid producing bacteria and acetic acid producing bacteria respectively.
Increased organic acid values suggest that the yeast utilized the available sugars and died off
allowing the bacteria to overcome the antimicrobial treatment and significantly infect the
treatment. The bacteria would then utilize any sugars released during fermentation creating the
organic acids. Increased organic acids will also inhibit any remaining viable yeast decreasing the
potential of increased yeast cell competition. The methanator effluent treatments resulted in lower
organic acid values and higher ethanol content. This suggested that the yeast were able to achieve
a stronger foothold and outcompete the bacteria, converting sugars as they became available to
ethanol. The lower DP4+ concentration at the end of fermentation could be an indication that the
enzymes can act more efficiently with the methanator effluent grown algae. The increased
breakdown of the DP4+ concentration and increase in ethanol production suggests that the
microalgae grown in the ethanol plant methanator effluent and thin stillage have weaker cell walls
and are susceptible to enzymatic breakdown, whereas the DSD effluent grown algae may have
been provided better nutrients to synthesize more stable cell wall structures. The methanator
effluent with 2% thin stillage added resulted in an average of 0.566% w/v ethanol, which is a yield
of 17.83ml of ethanol produced per kg of dried algal biomass. In both cases, there is room for
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further optimization of the liquefaction and fermentation processes to increase the amount of
available fermentable sugars during more in-depth future experiments. Biofuel production from
algae is not an uncommon area for research. Biofuel production includes biodiesel production from
the extraction of lipid content (Jose, & Archanaa, 2017), the production of acetone, butenol, and
ethanol (ABE) with treatment of Clostridium saccharoperbutylacetonicum (Ellis, Hengge, Sims,
& Miller, 2012), and the production of ethanol through the extraction and fermentation of algal
starch content (Xia, et al., 2016). The cellulosic hydrolysis of the Monoraphidium cell walls
described in this paper were a novel approach for creating biofuels from algae. While there is much
need for further optimization to increase the yield, this is a first step in the examination of new
processes for increased bio-fuel production.

4.4 Demulsifier and Oil Extraction

The treatment of the fermentation residues with a polysorbate demulsifier resulted in
observable layers of oily lipids during the phase separation in most treatments. The control group
and the group with no cellulase added showed no observable oily lipid layer after the phase
separation through centrifugation. This was expected as there would have been no continual
breakdown of the cell wall material throughout fermentation due to the lack of the enzymes needed.
With no cellular breakdown there was no release of the lipid content contained within the cell.
Chlorella homosphaera contains a greater ratio of cellulose Iα with a triclinic unit cell hydrogenbonding pattern than the cellulose Iβ polymorphic form; the cellulose Iα is more susceptible to
hydrolysis than the cellulose Iβ polymorphic form (Rodrigues, Teixeira, Ferreira-Leitão, & Bon,
2015). The Monoraphidium of both treatments need to be analyzed to examine differences in the
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cell wall components to determine if there is difference in the hydrolytic potential of the cellulose
contained in the cell walls. The DSD effluent with DuPont Optimash F-100 enzyme also displayed
no observable lipid layer. There was evidence of cell wall breakdown from fermentation, but this
breakdown of the cell walls was not sufficient enough to allow for adequate lipid volume to escape
the cells for observation. Cellulase has been used on Nannochloropsis gaditana to purify the cell
wall components after lysis for evaluation of potential biosynthetic enzymes. The study showed
that the cellulase was capable of separating the cell wall components by greater than 85% (Scholz,
et al., 2014). The other two DSD treatments, CTE Global mixture and CTE/DuPont combination,
did exhibit an observational oil layer, although it was not as prevalent as the methanator and thin
stillage treatments. This also correlates with the data from fermentation. These treatments did
suggest cell wall breakdown with positive, but lower ethanol concentrations, suggesting more
incomplete breakdown of the cell walls. The reduced amount of ethanol produced through
fermentation and the limited lipid layer from phase separation suggest that the algae grown in the
DSD effluent must have cell wall characteristics that are resistant to hydrolysis of the cellulose.
The methanator effluent with the DuPont Optimash F-100 did have a visible oil layer, but it was
more of a sheen across the top. This is less than expected in comparison to the results from
fermentation. With the amount of indicated cell wall breakdown suggested from fermentation, the
oily layer should have been more defined. The undefined oil layer in both the DSD effluent and
methanator effluent with DuPont F-100 treatment could suggest an interaction between the enzyme
and de-emulsifier that inhibit the unbinding of the oil from other components in the mixture. The
CTE Global mixture and CTE/DuPont combination of the methanator effluent treatments both
exhibited a defined oil layer. The increased oil content from phase separation is further correlation
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of the results from fermentation and the suggested breakdown of cell wall content. By dehydrating
the algae solutions and performing the same experiments with greater solids content of the algae,
more defined layers should be present in the phase separation. Ethanol production facilities remove
corn oil from the thin stillage using phase separation, but the thin stillage is removed midway
through the evaporation process and contain a solids content between 20%-30%. The continued
evaluation of oil extraction using phase separation at higher solids content will require much
greater quantities of algal biomass. The continued optimization in future experiments of
fermentation would also allow for increased treated algal for the examination of oil extraction.
The evaluation of the oil content of the two growth treatments, DSD effluent versus
methanator effluent with 2% thin stillage, resulted in the methanator effluent with 2% thin stillage
added to have a greater lipid content. The difference in the average oil content between the DSD
effluent and the methanator effluent and thin stillage may not be a true difference. There was
significant difference in the results between samples of the same group. This difference may also
be a result of analytical error during the testing. There were no indications of an analytical error,
so this should be further investigated during the fermentation optimizations in future experiments.
Lipid profile in microalgae varies between both species and growth conditions. Three
different species of algae were examined in different growth conditions and showed difference in
fatty acid composition between species, with Uronema being rich in C16:0, Klebsormidium in
C18:2ω6, and Stigeoclonium in C18:3ω3, and a difference in total fatty acids and polyunsaturated
fatty acid within species under different light cycles (Liu, Vanormelingen, & Vyverman, 2016).
The same evaluation should be conducted on the lipids extracted from the Monoraphidium in both
growth conditions to determine any difference in lipid profiles and potential for biodiesel
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production. Species of Chlorella and Nannochloropsis showed that the overall change in the fatty
acid profile during nitrogen deprivation was due to change in the ratio of polar lipids to
triacylglycerides (Martin, et al., 2014).
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5.0 CONCLUSION
It has been shown, through this research and previous research, that Monoraphidium sp.
Dek19 is a viable option for further investigations in biofuel production. Previous studies have
shown that the growth of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 and the extraction and transesterification of
its lipid content can produce fuel in the form of biodiesel. This study has expanded upon that by
demonstrating growth using a new medium, ethanol streams of methanator effluent and thin
stillage. Algal growth seems to be enhanced with the addition of a heterotrophic source of energy.
This needs to be confirmed with more in-depth experiments in the future. Furthermore, it resulted
in positive benefits in the enzymatic breakdown of the cell and ethanol production via anaerobic
fermentation. The results of this research showed that it is possible to breakdown the cellular
material enough to create ethanol from algal biomass. One area where further research could be
done is in the evaluation of cellulose and hemicellulose content before and after fermentation to
determine the fraction of ethanol content due to cellulosic fermentation versus starch fermentation.
Procedures researched to conduct this examination would have to allow for the small cell size of
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 and potential loss of cellulosic material that could skew the results.
The oily lipid layer above the meniscus of most treatments indicate that it is possible to extract the
oil by phase separation through centrifugation. Future experiments will allow for accumulation of
enough oil content for oil composition analysis using GC mass spectrometry. This will allow for
commercial scale up and faster extraction after the cell walls have been treated with cellulosic
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enzymes. While this can be more expensive process, the combination of ethanol production and
oil extraction through a continuous process would make this a more economically feasible option.
The production of bio-fuels from waste-streams is a relatively young research area and
industry. There is a large opportunity for growth through research and technological advances.
This study has started to help to determine the capabilities of Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 as a
biofuel source in conjunction with current industry feed stock streams. Monoraphidium sp. Dek19
has not been studied in this capacity, and there is little to no research evaluating algae in the manner
described here. Ethanol plants are always looking for the next technology to increase production
and revenue. This study focuses on not one, but two ways for increased production and revenue.
First, is the potential for additional production streams, oil and ethanol. Many ethanol plants are
already extracting corn oil for the production of biodiesel or as a food additive. This would
potentially increase oil production and revenue. Ethanol production is the primary product of the
plants and by fermenting Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 into ethanol, there is again an increase in
production and revenue. Screening of other algae species native to the area will need to be
completed to determine the species best suited for this application. Increased growth characteristics
or more complete hydrolysis of the cell wall material would make another species of algae a more
attractive option for continued research of algal growth utilizing the side streams from ethanol
production. The added benefit of the fermentation of the microalgae is the conversion of cellulose
to ethanol. Cellulosic conversion is considered an advance biofuel and qualifies for advanced D3
Renewable Identification Numbers (RINS). D3 RINS are much more valuable for increases in
revenue due to regulations in the Renewable Fuel Act (RFA).
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The second potential application of growing algae using the ethanol production side
streams as a media concerns the volumes of thin stillage the requires further processing. The thin
stillage has to go through an evaporation and drying process before the final product is completed.
The reduction in the volume of thin stillage will allow for reduced processing and increased
throughput. The increased throughput associated with the diversion of part of the thin stillage
stream will help eliminate bottlenecks for the plant and allow the plant and allow for higher
productivity. With these benefits and the technologies already in place at current ethanol plants,
the transition and integration of this technology would be an attractive add-on. Overall, there are
many areas for exploration in biofuel research, and integration with current facilities is an easy
way to reduce startup and operation costs. Since most ethanol plants are located in the Midwest,
Monoraphidium sp. Dek19 is an ideal species for continued research, as it is adapted to the climatic
conditions of this geographic area.
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